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Dynamical Critical Phenomena

Quantum Quench Protocol:
• Start in the ground state |ψ0⟩ of the initial Hamiltonian H0 = H(λ0).

• Suddenly shift a parameter (λ0 → λ) at time t = 0, obtaining H = H(λ).

• |ψ0⟩ evolves non-trivially under a new Hamiltonian |ψ(t)⟩ = e−iHt |ψ0⟩.

• Non-analytic behavior may occur for quenches across a critical point λc.

Dynamical quantum phase transitions (DQPTs) may occur in the post-
quench dynamics.

• Type I DQPTs (LO-DQPTs): occur in non-analytic singularities of a nonlocal
observable (e.g., Loschmidt echo) [2].

• Type II DQPTs (OP-DQPTs): happen in asymptotic dynamics of a local pa-
rameter in the Hamiltonian [3].

Global Observables: Loschmidt Echo

We consider the Long-Range Transverse Field Ising Model,

H(g) =

L∑
i ̸=j

V (i− j)σzi σ
z
j + g

L∑
i=1

σxi ,

where V (x) =
J v(x)
N(α)

and normalization constant N(α) = (N−1)−1∑N
i ̸=j v(i−j).

Power-law interactions are modulated by v(x) = |x|α.

• Loschmidt amplitude: G(t) = ⟨ψ0|ψ(t)⟩ = ⟨ψ0|e−iHt|ψ0⟩

• Loschmidt echo: L(t) = |G(t)|2 L(t): Global observable

• Rate function:

λ(t) = − lim
N→∞

N−1 logL(t)

Problem: Measuring the Loschmidt echo requires measurement of the entire
quantum state, which is experimentally challenging, even for a moderate system
size of a few tens of quantum particles. This requires summing over O(2N ) com-
plex amplitudes.
Our Goal: We need efficient methods to identify and characterize DQPTs.

Fig. 1: Finite size scaling of rate function. DQPTs occur at critical times indicated by sharp peaks [4].

Entanglement Correlations

Our Approach: Use only the information from two-body reduced states. We calculate the
following measures for all pairs in the LR-TFIM model,

• Concurrence

C(ρ) = max(0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4)

A state invariant for mixed states of two qubits, where λi are the eigenvalues in decreas-
ing order of the Hermitian matrix R(ρ) =

√√
ρρ̃

√
ρ. The concurrence is a non-negative

function known as an entanglement monotone.

• Von Neumann entropy

S(ρ) = − tr (ρ ln ρ)

A formal extension of the Gibbs entropy for quantum systems defined with a matrix
logarithm for density matrices ρ.

• Quantum mutual information

I(A : B) = S(ρA) + S(ρB)− S(ρAB)

Measures the entanglement between subsystems ρA and ρB, where ρAB is the com-
bined density matrix.

Pairwise Networks

We capture entanglement correlations for all pairs of sites in the LR-TFIM lattice model
using entanglement measures including concurrence, von Neumann entropy, and quantum
mutual information. These correlations form a multilayer (multiplex) network with order of
O(N2) measured correlations at each time step. Pairwise networks: Local observable

Fig. 2: Pairwise multiplex network representing entanglement correlations including concurrence, von Neumann entropy, and

quantum mutual information [1]. The arrow of time indicates the temporal dimension of the network’s edge weights.

Network Measures: Tools for Network Analysis

Methods: We calculate the following network measures directly on the network layers.

• Node strength si =
∑N
j=1 aijωij

• Clustering Ci =
1

ki(1−ki)
∑
jk(ωijωikωjk)

1/3 • Density Di =

∑
j ωij

N−1

Probing Dynamical Phase Transitions

Main result: We find that the density and clustering of the concurrence network
layer oscillate in-phase with the rate-function.

• Upon attaining the pairwise networks, we directly examine the weighted
adjacency matrices using weighted density and clustering of each layer in
the pairwise multiplex network.

Fig. 3: Clustering C(t) of the concurrence network layer plotted on top of the rate function λ(t).

Conclusions & Future Work

Conclusions:

• Networks are a useful and considerably more efficient method for probing
dynamical phase transitions in a large quantum many-body system com-
pared with measuring the Loschmidt echo.

• Quantum entropy and entanglement capture signatures to identify DQPTs.
This work paves the way for characterizing the role of pairwise entanglement
in identifying critical phenomena.

Future Work:

• Where does the correspondence between concurrence and the Loschmidt
echo arise, and can we derive analytical solutions to pinpoint a formal rela-
tion to DQPTs?

• Can we use additional entanglement and entropy measures to provide sig-
natures for other quantum phases (e.g., topologically ordered systems)?
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